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ON THE COVERS
This week, Aviation Week publishes two print editions. On the cover far left, Bell
Helicopter is mating the wing and fuselage of its V-280 Valor at its Amarillo, Texas, plant
as it progresses toward flying the 280-kt. tiltrotor in 2017 for the US. Army's Joint MultiRole technology demonstration, a precursor to replacing the UH-60 Black Hawk (see page
29). Bell Helicopter photograph by Mike Calcote. Elsewhere in both editions are reports on
off-the-shelf systems to counter small unmanned aircraft (page 31) and a special report on
pilot hiring (page 44). Our MRO edition includes an additional section on maintenance,
repair and overhaul. On its cover is an ERJ 145. Embraer photo. Aviation Week publishes
a digital edition every week. Read it at AviationWeek.com/awst and on our app.
AviationWeek.com/awst
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